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Abstract Three-dimensional echocardiography has an

increasing role in the management of patients with con-

genital heart disease. Technical advances mean the tech-

nique can be applied from fetal life through to adulthood.

Clinical applications relate both to the assessment of

morphology and cardiac function. This is being applied to

diagnostic evaluation, serial follow up and procedural

guidance in the catheterization laboratory and operating

room. Developments in this field are reviewed with

emphasis on recent data and future perspectives.
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Abbreviations

SVC Superior vena cava

ASD Atrial septal defect

LA Left atrium

RA Right atrium

Introduction

Three-dimensional echocardiography (3DE) has emerged

as an integral part of the assessment of patients with con-

genital heart disease [1–3]. Advances in probe design, with

the introduction of real-time ‘‘matrix’’ probes, coupled with

increased computer processing power and improved soft-

ware for interrogation of data have all contributed to the

acceptance of the technique into mainstream practice. The

availability of a wide range of three-dimensional (3D)

transducers, including pediatric and transesophageal probes

mean that the technique can be applied in a variety of

settings ranging from assessment of small infants and

children through to live guidance of interventional cathe-

terization procedures.

A major challenge for those undertaking 3DE, particu-

larly in the setting of congenital heart disease, is how best to

present the acquired images so that the novel projections

which can be achieved are readily interpretable by those who

would value the additional information, such as cardiac

surgeons and interventional cardiologists. Within the past

year, publications have emerged which discuss this issue

either specifically for congenital heart disease [4•] or as part

of wider 3DE recommendations which incorporate congen-

ital heart disease [5•]. Areas of application of 3DE which

remain prominent include insights into congenital lesions,

such as atrioventricular valves or complex cardiac mor-

phology, where the findings have a direct impact on surgical

approach or technique. Interventional cardiac catheteriza-

tion is increasingly being guided by transesophageal 3DE,

and recent published work has focused on such applications

such as interventional closure of ventricular septal defects

(VSDs) and ‘‘difficult’’ atrial septal defects (ASDs).

The application of 3DE for the assessment of cardiac

function in congenital heart disease continues to expand,
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and is being critically compared to other techniques such as

cardiac magnetic resonance imaging (CMRI). Assessment

of ventricular dyssynchrony is also being investigated in

children, which is being assisted by the publication of

normal reference ranges and application to both the left

ventricle (LV) and right ventricle (RV). This review aims

to summarize the advances which have occurred recently

and the areas of ongoing research.

Standardization of 3D Echocardiography

Within the past year, joint American and European

guidelines have been published which provide a review and

recommendations for the acquisition and display of 3D

echocardiographic images [5•]. The document compre-

hensively reviews technical aspects of 3DE, different

acquisition modalities, and optimization of image acquisi-

tion. There are some aspects of image presentation which

might not be universally adopted and some of these are

particularly relevant to congenital practice. One of the

central concepts which has been adopted in many con-

genital units relates to ‘‘anatomic’’ display of cardiac

structures [6]. If this is extended into 3DE then our view

has been that 3DE should be presented as far as possible in

an anatomic projection, which was the basis for our recent

publication in this area [4•]. Examples where our approach

deviates from the recommendations of the recent standards

document includes the imaging projection of the mitral,

tricuspid and aortic valves. With respect to the tricuspid

valve, for example, the standards document projects the

ventricular septum horizontally when imaging the valve

from the ventricular aspect, whereas our preferred

approach rotates the tricuspid valve so that the diaphrag-

matic surface is lowermost, in keeping with the true ana-

tomic orientation of the valve. In a similar fashion, we

prefer orientation of the aortic valve with the right coronary

cusp uppermost, akin to the surgical view, and orientation

of the view of the mitral valve to a more anatomic position.

Although these differences in orientation approach may

appear relatively minor, they are important in congenital

practice where the relative positions of cardiac structures

cannot be taken for granted and where we believe that the

imaging projection should be intuitive.

Cardiac Morphology

Atrioventricular Valves

Valvar lesions are generally regarded as some of the most

suitable to be studied by 3DE. Our understanding of the

atrioventricular septal defect (AVSD), both in terms of its

morphology and, importantly, mechanisms of insufficiency

following initial repair, has been the subject of recent

detailed study. The morphology of the AVSD has been

studied by transesophageal echocardiography (TEE) and

compared to anatomic specimens, which have beautifully

correlated the echocardiographic and pathological findings.

The ability of 3DE to include the entire atrioventricular

junction plus the anatomy and significance of the atrial and

ventricular components of the defect was clearly demon-

strated [7]. A recent review summarized the advantages

and disadvantages of 3DE compared to cross-sectional

echocardiography alone [8]. A crucial aspect that was

emphasized was the utility of 3DE to image the chordal and

papillary muscle support apparatus of the left atrioven-

tricular valve. This has been extended recently into a

quantitative study of the left atrioventricular valve by 3DE

assessment of the annulus and the geometry of the sub-

valvar apparatus [9]. The 3DE approach to the subvalvar

apparatus is not restricted to the AVSD and has been

extended to other lesions such as the parachute mitral valve

[10]. The cropping techniques, particularly that of cropping

across the plane of the anterior leaflet of the left atrio-

ventricular valve, has the potential to expose the subvalvar

apparatus in a way which is not possible using cross-

sectional techniques.

The Aortic Valve

New 3DE data have not been restricted to atrioventricular

valves, and the aortic valve and root has been the subject of

several recent studies. The utility of 3DE to image the

anatomic variability in bicuspid and other abnormal aortic

valves has been reported [11, 12], as has the ability of the

technique to measure the true maximum diameter of the

aortic root in children with aortic root dilatation [13].

When balloon dilation of the aortic valve is considered,

3DE provides accurate information relating to annulus

dimension and effective aortic valve orifice area [14, 15].

Although the data relating to utility of 3DE to image the

aortic valve morphology and size are encouraging, visu-

alization of the aortic valve in smaller infants with faster

heart rates remains challenging. This particularly relates to

imaging of the whole valve cusp rather than simply the

commissures. Drop-out of signal in the belly of the valve

cusps remains an issue.

Complex Cardiac Abnormalities

Complex abnormalities of the cardiac connections are a

particular challenge to those involved in congenital prac-

tice. Double outlet RV has a number of challenges,

including the relative position of the great arteries, location

and size of the interventricular communication, and feasi-

bility of ‘‘routing’’ from the LV to the aorta. Our group has
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recently described a systematic approach to this lesion to

assist in surgical planning [16], which involves cropping to

view the AV connections, VSD and great arteries from the

ventricular aspect coupled with projections from the RV to

show the position and size of the VSD.

Catheter Intervention

Visualization of the atrial septum by 3DE has assumed great

importance because of the ability to assess the location, size,

and shape of the ASD [17] prior to device closure in selected

cases [18] (Fig. 1a). Previous work has demonstrated the

morphological differences between defects [19], but a more

recent study has provided a critical analysis of the role of

3DE in predicting device selection and comparison with two-

dimensional echocardiography (2DE) and balloon-sizing

[20]. That study showed that 3DE was an effective means of

measuring ASD’s rather than using 2DE with a different

angle of rotation in finding the maximal diameter, although

there was a very slight underestimation of the maximal

defect size by the 3DE technique compared to 2DE. The 3DE

is particularly suitable for ASD’s of complex shape where

live assessment of catheter and device position is paramount

[21]. Use of a 3DE approach during assessment of ASD’s

prior to and during catheter closure requires the use of dif-

ferent 3DE modalities with which the operator needs to

become familiar. Full volume acquisitions over multiple

cardiac cycles provide a large field of view and help to

identify rims and details of the morphology. However, truly

live 3DE modes, including 3D zoom modes, are used to

guide the procedure itself (Fig. 1b). Each of the modalities

has specific strengths and weaknesses which has been

reported recently in a large cohort of patients undergoing

ASD occlusion [22].

Selected VSD’s may also be closed by transcatheter

means. Recent papers report on large cohorts of patients

being treated by the method as well as the introduction of

newer VSD occlusion devices which may avoid some of

the complications that have been described, such as

acquired complete heart block or damage to adjacent

structures [23, 24]. The 3DE can be used to define the

position and morphology of VSD’s [25] and is an effective

means of guiding such interventions, with potential

advantages related to device sizing, monitoring of catheter

position, and device deployment [26]. The rims of peri-

membranous VSD’s are crucially important, particularly

those which are adjacent to the tricuspid and aortic valves.

The size and shape of such rims can be readily appreciated

by 3DE both before and after device deployment. At these

authors’ institution, 3DE is used routinely to assist with

catheter occlusion of VSD’s, which has included both

congenital perimembranous VSD’s and post infarct VSD’s

[26].

Imaging during catheter interventions has become a

major role of real-time 3DE, not only in congenital heart

disease practice but also in the guidance of multiple other

procedures including trans-septal puncture, occlusion of

paravalvular leaks, atrial appendage occlusion, mitral valve

clipping, and transcatheter implantation of aortic valves.

The ability to view catheter position, devices, and complex

spatial orientation from a single live projection, typically

viewed from a left atrium, has meant that 3DE is now

firmly established in clinical practice. There are some

limiting factors, which include the current size of 3D TEE

probes that are unsuitable for use in children weighing less

than 25–30 kg and temporal resolution that can become a

significant factor where a large field of view is selected.

Previous limitations such as lack of color flow Doppler for

live 3D modalities and the inability to make distance or

Fig. 1 3D TEE imaging of an atrial septal defected projected from

the right atrial aspect (a). Live 3D echocardiography can also be

employed to visualize the atrial septum, septal occlude and delivery

catheter in a single projection (b)
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area measurements on rendered 3D images have been

addressed in more recent software releases.

Fetal Cardiology

The use of 3DE during fetal life poses a number of tech-

nical challenges related to the small size of the fetal heart,

fast heart rates, unpredictable acoustic window, and

absence of an electrocardiographic signal to gate the

echocardiographic images. In current practice, the most

common type of 3DE performed during fetal life is

achieved using spatio-temporal image correlation (STIC).

This involves a slow sweep of the area of interest with

multiple cross-sectional slices that are then reconstructed

into a 3D image using algorithms which recognize the

rhythmicity of the heart. The STIC technique and analysis

software make a few assumptions with respect to ventric-

ular shape; however, the major hindrance is the time taken

to acquire such images (typically 7–15 s) with the potential

for motion artifact. Recent studies have compared STIC

images to those obtained using 3D matrix probes [27], with

similar image quality but the avoidance of artefacts using

the real-time 3DE approach. Within the past 1–2 years

several groups have reported on the use of the STIC

technique to produce reference ranges for cardiac struc-

tures [28, 29], ventricular volumes, ejection fraction (EF),

and cardiac output [30, 31]. Recent work has made inge-

nious use of the ‘‘cross plane’’ imaging modality afforded

by matrix transducers to enhance imaging of the fetal

outflow tracts [32, 33]. Although not truly 3D, the tech-

nique has the advantage of simplicity and lack of artifact.

With respect to prenatal diagnosis of congenital heart

defects, the addition of 3D information provided additional

information in around 6 % of cases overall [34]. This rel-

atively cautious conclusion is important as it emphasises

that, currently, core fetal echocardiographic findings con-

tinue to be made by cross-sectional imaging, supplemented

by color flow and other Doppler modalities. A recent multi-

center study posed a different question concerning whether

interrogation of a 3D volume at a remote center would

provide sufficient information to make a full diagnosis of

the congenital heart lesions [35]. This study confirmed that

reinterrogation remains operator dependent and does not

always provide full information. Operator confidence in

their diagnosis did not correlate with the accuracy based on

full pathological or postnatal examination.

Volumetrics and Function

The CMRI has been regarded as the ‘‘gold standard’’ for

assessment of ventricular volumes and EF for some time.

However, CMRI remains expensive, has a requirement for

sedation or anaesthesia in younger patients, and post pro-

cessing of ventricular volumes remains time consuming.

Thus, 3DE has been evaluated as an alternative for the

assessment of the RV and LV in congenital heart disease.

There has been good correlation in a direct comparison

between 3DE and CMRI to assess RV volumes and EF in

patients with congenital heart disease [36]. Importantly,

3DE has been further demonstrated to have good test–retest

variability when applied to healthy subjects and patients

with congenital heart disease [37]. The 3DE assessment of

the RV has largely been focused on transthoracic echo-

cardiography (TTE) image datasets. This has recently been

extended to TEE imaging in the perioperative environment

showing good agreement between TTE and TEE [38],

offering the potential to improve quantitative evaluation of

RV function during cardiac surgery.

However, 3DE derived RV volumes and EF continue to

underestimate true values compared to CMRI [36, 39, 40,

41•, 42]. Assessments of volumes in the RV remain diffi-

cult due to the constraints of altered ventricular geometry

in these cases. This is compounded by the relatively poor

spatial resolution of 3DE compared to CMRI, the anterior

position of the RV resulting in incomplete coverage of the

RV and poor endocardial border definition of the heavily

trabeculated RV. Newer approaches are being tried to

mitigate these challenges.

Knowledge based 3D reconstruction (3DR) is a novel

technique that has been shown to produce accurate

assessment of RV volumes and EF compared to CMR in

patients with tetralogy of Fallot [43]. This approach uses a

2DE-based reconstruction method for quantifying volumes,

which is achieved by acquisition of multiple standard

cross-sectional views using a magnetic tracker system. The

RV volumes are reconstructed using a database of RV

shapes and sizes compiled from patients after tetralogy of

Fallot repair [41•, 43]. Although currently validated for

tetralogy of Fallot, this method has the potential for

application in other forms of congenital heart disease and

appears to agree more closely with MRI volumes than real-

time 3DE.

The LV is less constrained by complexities of geometry.

Assessment of LV volume, mass, and function has been

found to correlate well to CMRI measurements when

applied to young children under 4 years of age [44]. There

was good comparable data even in small volume ventricles,

although this study was performed under general anaes-

thesia with regulation of breathing. The authors employed a

manual summation of discs methodology using 3D soft-

ware and 4-beat acquisitions. The availability of newer

software with single-beat acquisitions has the potential to

capture good datasets for volumetric assessment, but this

has yet to be tested.
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Remodelling

Despite some of the limitations of 3DE described above,

3D volume assessments have been applied to increase our

understanding of ventricular remodelling in congenital

heart disease. Van der Hulst et al. [45•] demonstrated

changes in right ventricular remodelling post tetralogy of

Fallot repair compared to controls, with the biggest change

in ventricular volume seen in the apical trabecular region.

The EF was preserved in this region, but significantly

impaired in the inlet and outlet components. The reduced

function in the RV outlet affected by patch placement and

surgical scarring has been previously shown to relate to

outcome. These data provide useful insight into the char-

acteristic remodelling seen in post surgical repair in

tetralogy of Fallot and allow for segmental analysis in the

longitudinal assessment of these patients.

Remodelling in hypoplastic left heart syndrome (HLHS)

has also been described using serial changes in right ven-

tricular volume and function assessment prior to Stage 1

Norwood surgery through to post Norwood Stage 2 surgery

[46]. Commercially available 3D RV function software

was used to post process 3D datasets. Despite the geo-

metrical variation of the systemic RV in HLHS, that study

reported an increase in RV end diastolic volume indexed to

body surface area (iEDV) and reduction in RV EF through

the stages of HLHS surgical palliation. These findings are

at odds with CMRI data from our unit, which show a

reduction in RV iEDV post stage 2 [47]. This might be

explained by the limitation of 3DE volumetric assessment

and segmentation of univentricular hearts with a systemic

RV using currently available commercial software.

Flow

Assessment of flow using 2DE is accepted to be prone to

error [48]. Pulsed wave Doppler derived flow quantifica-

tion relies on the velocity profiles across the valve being

flat and uniform and a constant geometry and area across

the valve during the cardiac cycle. Echocardiographic

assessment of flow has the potential to quantify cardiac

output, shunts, and regurgitant fractions. The 3DE appli-

cations to quantify these variables in clinical practice have,

to date, been quite limited.

Mitral valve regurgitant fractions have recently been

estimated using single-beat real time 3D color Doppler in

patients with degenerative mitral valve disease [49].

Application of 3DE permitted direct measurement of the

proximal isovelocity surface area (PISA) area without the

need for geometric assumptions in contrast to 2DE. The

3DE of multiple vena contracta areas in assessment of

mitral regurgitation has also been applied in 3D TEE with

good agreement with thermodilution assessments [50].

These methods have the potential for application in con-

genital lesions where residual atrioventricular valve

regurgitation is clinically important.

Automated 3DE quantification of flow is now possible

with a recent publication demonstrating feasibility and

accuracy of aortic stroke volume and mitral inflow volume

measurement using a single-beat TTE acquisition [51•].

The field of view was sufficient to encompass both regions

within a single dataset at a temporal resolution of

33 frames/s. The algorithm included automated detection

of the LV endocardial border, mitral annulus, and left

ventricular outflow tract. Mitral inflow and aortic stroke

volumes were not statistically different from CMRI derived

values. This application has the potential for important flow

quantification in the assessment of congenital heart disease.

However, it should be emphasized that the data reported

recently related to adult patients without structural abnor-

mality. The place of this technique to measure ventricular

inflow and output in patients with congenital heart disease

remains to be established.

Deformation Imaging

Myocardial strain and strain rate allow for a quantifiable,

objective measure of global or regional myocardial defor-

mation. The 3DE myocardial strain has major attractions

including angle independence and reduction of strain esti-

mation errors related to out of plane myocardial motion

[52•]. Furthermore, 3DE techniques can incorporate the

ventricular length to facilitate measurement of the left

ventricular torsion. However, 3DE deformation imaging

still suffers from variability in algorithms and deformation

parameters between vendors [52•, 53]. This area was the

subject of an excellent recent review [52•]. Therefore,

validity of each algorithm needs to be assessed before these

are applied in clinical practice. There is now a joint

working group of the American Society of Echocardiog-

raphy and European Association of Cardiovascular Imag-

ing to address the issue of standardization in 2DE strain

imaging as an initial measure.

Technical Advances

Despite improvements in image quality with higher fre-

quency matrix array transducers and quicker processing

ability, significant limitations of 3DE in congenital heart

disease relate to having an adequate field of view, high

temporal resolution, and good endocardial border defini-

tion. New methods of image registration and fusion of

multiple 3D images using feature consistency in our own
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research facility has been shown to improve the field of

view, image quality, and endocardial border definition,

with lower noise from the ventricular cavity [54]. This

work has been extended to assess flows using multiple

registered echocardiographic Doppler views [55•]. In con-

trast to previous echocardiographic multi-view approaches,

we were able to reconstruct a full 3D flow field with good

accuracy across the aortic and mitral valves. This has the

potential for quantification and demonstration of flow

mechanics in chambers of non-uniform geometry, which is

pertinent to patients with congenital cardiac malforma-

tions. Image registration methods which are currently

limited by the need for offline post processing are being

modified to offer real time registration [56]. However, this

is still in an early pre-clinical setting.

There have also been developments in the application of

3DE to guide catheter interventions where fluoroscopic

information is also required. Registration of 3DE to X-ray

using image based electromagnetic probe tracking allows

simultaneous real time visualization of cardiac anatomy

and interventional devices. The registration error between

the two modalities is low [57]. This technique is now being

evaluated in clinical practice, guiding catheter positioning

within a 3DE volume [58] during cardiac catheterization.

This has the potential application to assist during complex

interventions, including ablation therapy, in congenital

heart disease.

Advances in procedural 3DE imaging have not been

restricted to the catheterization laboratory. One of the

issues affecting 3DE in the operating room has been the

relatively low frame rates of real-time 3DE particularly for

fast-moving valvar structures. A novel technique for

enhancing 3D frame rates has recently been described,

albeit with a longer acquisition time than current tech-

niques [59]. Furthermore, with the development of robotic

surgery, 3DE is finding a central role in imaging of such

procedures [60•].

Automation methods for post processing [61] remain

crucial to bringing 3DE techniques into clinical practice.

One of the improvements suggested is applying a popula-

tion-based method for quantification using actual patient

measurements to build a disease specific database. This is

particularly relevant in congenital heart disease with

altered geometries. This approach has been used in

knowledge based reconstruction methods using 2DE [43]

but can be applied to 3DE to allow for smoother segmen-

tation and volumetric assessments.

Conclusion

The quality of 3DE and scope of application of this

imaging modality is increasing rapidly. Key areas remain

standardization, validation, and reproducibility of the

technique. Critical evaluation of the added value of 3DE

and impact on patient outcome needs to continue to parallel

technical advances.
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